Abstract-The lack of wave-plates for the terahertz region opens the way for novel components/devices enabling polarization control at these frequencies. With the aid of chiral metamaterials -a new class of metamaterials -novel possibilities for the fabrication of multilayer structures for the realization of polarization rotators emerge. In this study, we present design and analysis of a polarization rotator for the terahertz frequency regime based on a multilayer structure consisting of an alternating sequence of chiral-metamaterial-and dielectricplates. The combination of chiral constituents with dielectrics permits optimization of the spectral-filter and polarization-rotation features. We can generate either polarization-rotation combs or narrow rotation bands with very good and broad sideband suppression, of interest for example for data transmission or sensing purposes.
INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic metamaterials (MTMs) are artificially structured composites that can be engineered to have desired electromagnetic properties, such as negative permittivity, negative permeability, artificial magnetism, negative refraction and/or negative reflection [1] [2] [3] . The materials are called single-negative metamaterials (SNG MTMs) if either the permittivity or the permeability is negativebut not both of them simultaneously -over a certain frequency band of interest. The term double-negative metamaterials (DNG MTMs) is used if both the permittivity and the permeability are simultaneously negative. Such DNG MTMs have been shown to significantly alter the properties of Bragg structures consisting of a sequence of DNG MTMs and conventional dielectric slabs [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , shifting the high-reflectance regions and providing broadened blocking bands, weaker incident-angle dependency, and vanishing secondary interference structures. If the dielectric and/or the DNG MTM layers are, in addition chiral, then the possibilities for design and performance variations of the configuration increase even further [15, 16] . The additional chirality parameter brings optical activity, circular dichroism, and polarization rotation to the system. Basically, chirality is defined as the geometric property of a structure of being non-superimposable onto its mirror image. When a MTM configuration is constructed from intrinsically chiral elements or contains properly structured artificial inclusions which introduce chirality, then it can be considered as a chiral MTM [1, . Chiral MTMs are a new class of MTMs which offer negative refraction as well as cross-coupling between the electric and magnetic fields.
In this study, chiral multilayer structures formed by MTMs and dielectric slabs are investigated with the aim of designing a polarization rotator for the terahertz (THz) frequency regime. The incident THz wave is assumed to be a monochromatic wave with arbitrary polarization. The transfer matrix method is used in the analysis, the elements of the transfer matrix being expressed as a function of the angle of incidence, the structure parameters such as the thickness of each slab, and the frequency. Then, the power of the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves is determined and the power transmittance and reflectance specified for each structure. First, a conventional stratified Bragg structure will be considered as a reference. Then, the structure will be modified to form a combination of DNG MTMand dielectric-layers to observe the effect of the DNG material on the reflection and transmission characteristics of the configuration. At last, chirality will be added to the configuration and the effect of the chirality be investigated. Note that equal optical thickness of each layer is considered in all our configurations. We find for this case that the thickness of the DNG layers drops out of the transmission function because of the boundary conditions for the transition between DNG MTMs and conventional dielectrics [13] . Consequently, the structure behaves as a classical Fabry-Perot resonator with highly reflecting surfaces. The results encourage the realization of polarization rotators which then could represent another prominent example for the use of MTMs in THz applications [38] .
ELECTRODYNAMICS OF CHIRAL MEDIA
A chiral object is, by definition, a body that cannot be brought into congruence with its mirror image by translation and Figure 1 .
Examples of chiral structures. In analogy to the terminology in chemistry, one can call two chiral (mirror) compounds enantiomorphs, each of them being an enantiomer. Helicity (handedness) is one example of chirality. From left to right, chiral medium based on the random orientation of helical inclusions [17] ; uniaxial chiral medium based on oriented wire helices [17] ; enantiomeric helicoidal bilayered twisted rosettes [25, 27] ; bilayered twisted cut-wire chiral MTM [30, 35, 41] ; uniaxial chiral metamaterial constructed by double-layered four "U" split ring resonators [32, 42] .
rotation [17, 18, 39] . Figure 1 shows some examples of chiral elements considered for use in MTMs.
A chiral medium provides a cross-coupling between the electric and magnetic fields. For a reciprocal and polarization-independent chiral medium, the constitutive relations can be written as follows:
where ε is the permittivity, µ the permeability, and κ the chirality parameter. The latter is a complex quantity in which the real part determines the amount of cross-coupling (optical activity and polarization rotation) and the imaginary part determines the ellipticity (circular dichroism) [35] . The eigen-solutions of the electromagnetic waves in chiral media are the right-handed circularly polarized (RCP, +) wave and the left-handed circularly polarized (LCP, −) wave [20] . Their refractive indices are n ± = n ± κ, respectively, with n = √ ε · µ [20, 35] . The indices for RCP and LCP waves hence differ by 2κ. If |κ| is large, we have an alternative path to achieve a negative index [40] . In our case, |κ|, while being large enough for sufficient cross-coupling of the electric and magnetic fields, is generally small compared to |n| and will not be used to achieve a sign change of the refractive index [20-22, 24, 26] . 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, the theoretical approach to investigate a planar multilayer structure (comprised of conventional dielectric, conventional chiral, DNG MTM, and chiral MTM layers with combinations thereof as specified later) to obtain high-reflection bands, high-transmission bands, and polarization rotation is presented. All computations are based on the theory of multilayer structures using the transfer matrix method [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . For a generic multilayer structure (see Figure 2 ) embedded between two semi-infinite dielectric media, the transfer matrix formulation is given as:
where the subscripts // and ⊥ refer to the parallel and perpendicular components of the electric field vector, respectively. Note that 
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the numerical results for four different cases will be presented. All four investigated structures are composed of five alternating layers constituting stacks of the form XDXDX. The second and fourth layers, denoted as D, are of the same dielectric material with the refractive index of 2.2 (representing zirconium oxide [43] ) and remain unchanged. The other three layers, denoted as X are being varied. In the first case, X stands for a conventional dielectric, then we consider a conventional chiral dielectric, then a DNG MTM, and finally a chiral DNG MTM. It is assumed that the absolute value of the refractive index is 4.6 (representing tellurium [43] ), and that the influence of the chirality parameter on the index is insignificant (see later). The optical thickness (|n m | × d m ) of all layers is arranged to be λ 0 /4 where λ 0 is the free-space wavelength at the operation frequency (1.0 THz). All computations are performed for an incident electric field with p-polarization (E i⊥ = 0). Note that, in order to verify the computations, the conservation of power is tested and found to be satisfied for all examples. As a second test method, a transmission line equivalent is obtained for the structure given in Figure 2 which is then evaluated numerically following the procedure described in Refs. [5, 44] . Both methods give the same numerical values for all computations.
For the first structure, the all-dielectric one, the power reflection and transmission characteristics are expected to be those of a conventional interference filter This is confirmed by the spectral data shown in Figure 3 . The reflection (transmission) becomes unity (zero) at and around 1.0 THz and 3.0 THz with a bandwidth of these high-reflectance bands of 0.72 THz (bandwidth being defined as the frequency range of the amplitude wave above 70.7 % of the maximum points, 3 dB bandwidth). Multiple high-transmission lines surround the high-reflectance bands, the transmittance nearly reaching unity at 0, 0.34, 0.64, 1.36, 1.66, 2.0 THz and then again at 2.34, 2.64, 3.36, 3.66, 4.0 THz. The corresponding reflectance is very close to zero at these frequencies. Note that the perpendicular component of the power reflection and transmission is zero since the structure is excited by a p-polarized electric field. As a result, the structure behaves as a highreflection band-pass filter or high-reflection coating at 1.0 and 3.0 THz, while it acts as narrow-band anti-reflection (full-transmission) filter at a multitude of other frequencies.
Coming to the second case, the five-layer structure now contains a double-positive chiral medium as the X material. It has the same refractive index of 4.6 as in the case considered before, but with the additional chirality parameter of −2 × 10 −3 . Its value is so small that its influence on the refractive index is negligible. Note that the chirality parameter is carefully selected and its absolute value has to be lower than the upper bound resulting from maximum coupling and given by |κ| ≤ ε/µ where ε and µ are permittivity and permeability of the medium [17] [18] [19] [20] . We chose the optimum value for our study to provide sufficient coupling between the electric and magnetic fields. Note those Refs. [17, 19] emphasize that even a small value of κ can have a pronounced effect on the transmitted wave through rotation of the polarization. Note again, for the selected optimum chirality value, there exists a perfect symmetry in the power reflection and transmission with respect to the operation frequency but the symmetry can be lost for different chirality values [20] . Figure 4 shows the power reflection and transmission as a function of frequency. For the reflection, identical results are obtained as in the previous case. The structure acts as a band-pass filter and a high-reflection coating for frequencies at and around 1.0 THz and 3.0 THz. However, the transmission behavior is drastically altered. The chirality now leads to a polarization-rotated transmitted wave (while this special structure does not support a polarization-rotated reflected wave). The p-polarized component of the transmission is now decreased (and is weak from 0.8 to 3.2 THz) in comparison with the previous case, and it reaches close to zero at 2.0 THz. At the same time, the perpendicularly polarized component of the transmitted wave has a high transittance over a large region between 1 and 3 THz, and it nearly reaches unity at 2.0 THz, although the incident electric field has no perpendicular component at all (optical activity and polarization rotation with 100% efficiency at 2.0 THz and multiples thereof). At this frequency a complete parallel-to-perpendicular polarization conversion occurs for the transmitted wave. Therefore, one can say that the second structure acts as a polarization-conversion transmission filter in some THz frequency band. Note that there are also pronounced frequency oscillations (ripples) in the reflection and transmission data as in the previous example. As a third example, a five-layer structure is investigated as in the first two cases, but here the medium X is arranged to be a DNG-MTM with a refractive index of −4.6. The power reflection and transmission versus frequency are shown in Figure 5 . In this case, the pass-bands are wider in comparison with the previous examples (broad high-reflection bands). The reflection and transmission spectra show only one hightransmission peak per high-reflection band, i.e., the spectra exhibit no ripples as in the previous two cases. The present structure can be described as a narrow-band transmission filter with excellent rejection outside the pass-bands.
The disappearance of the ripples is entirely a consequence of the boundary conditions, as is explained in Secetion 3 of Ref. [13] . While the continuity of the electric and magnetic fields at the boundaries of layers leaves the interface reflection and transmission coefficients unchanged if a dielectric medium is replaced by a DNG material with the same value on |n i |, it demands a sign change of the phase term because the wave propagates in the opposite direction. This leads to cancellation of fast-oscillating terms. If we consider, for simplicity, a symmetric three-layer structure XDX embedded in air, then the ratio of the total field reflection coefficient (r) to the transmission coefficient (t) of the structure can be derived in a similar way as in Refs. [13, 43] . One obtains:
.
Here, multiple reflections in the numerator have been neglected because of their small contribution [13, 43, 45] . The parameters r ij and t ij (i = a, x, d and j = a, x, d) are the interface reflection and transmission coefficients; a, x, and d stand for air, medium X, and dielectric, correspondingly. Be reminded, that the interface reflection and transmission coefficients involve only the values of the refractive indices, but not the thicknesses of the layers. The phase terms are ±ϕ
, they contain the frequency and thickness dependence. The plus-signs refer to DNG MTMs, and the minus-signs to dielectrics. Only for sequences of DNG MTMs and dielectrics, but not for all-dielectric layers, Eq. (3) simplifies to:
Here, we have used the relations r xa = −r ax , r xd = −r dx , t xa = t ax , and t xd = t dx . We can now follow the argumentation of Ref. [13] and compare the frequency behavior of a pure stack of dielectrics with our sequence of DNG MTM and conventional dielectric media. In the case of all-dielectric stacks, Eq. (3) will result in a fast-oscillating frequency dependence (cf. ripples in Figure 3 ). The expression of Eq. (4), in contrast, is simpler, with the phase terms, which contain several summands and are responsible for the fast oscillations, gone. Interestingly, each of the remaining phase terms contains only the thickness of medium X. Remarkably, Eq. (4) has the structure of the corresponding expression of a Fabry-Perot filter. The DNG MTM takes on the role of the dielectric of the Fabry-Perot filter, while the dielectric of our structure plays the role of the reflective coating of the Fabry-Perot. Only the refractive index of this "dielectric-layer coating" is of significance for the Fabry-Perot's electromagnetic response, not its thickness. At last, the five-layer structure composed of dielectric and chiral MTM (X medium) is analyzed. In this case, the chiral MTM has a refractive index of −4.6 and a chirality parameter of −2 × 10 −3 . Figure 6 presents the reflection and transmission data. The reflection (with broad high-reflection bands) and transmission have the same ripple-free features as in the previous example. The parallel component of the transmission is minimized at around 2.0 THz and the perpendicular component has a high peak at this frequency. Complete polarization conversion occurs at 2.0 THz. This means that broad spacing of transmission maxima retained, but only every second maximum transmits at incoming polarization. For other transmission maxima, polarization rotation arises.
DISCUSSION
One important issue to be discussed with a view towards the practical realization of a polarization rotator is the dispersion character of both the refractive index and the chirality of the chiral MTM. In general, they possess a frequency-dependent nature in such structures. However, it is found that they exhibit a flat behavior in certain frequency regions [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] which makes our proposal feasible. Another important issue is the effect of losses of the chiral MTM structures. The loss arising in these kinds of structures usually comes from the metallic inclusions and the dielectric substrate used. Nevertheless, one can minimize the effect of loss by proper selection of the metal and substrate [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . For example, quartz glass can be chosen as a substrate for its moderately low loss and transparency properties in the THz range. In addition, silver can be used for congruent metallization in the same frequency region. The number of examples can be increased.
CONCLUSION
The frequency response of periodic multilayer structures composed of four different combinations of materials, dielectric, chiral, DNG-MTM, and chiral MTM, is presented. The optical activity, interference filtering, high-reflection coating, polarization rotation features of structures with optimized parameters (notably the chirality parameter) for the THz region are presented via numerical results. DNG MTM slabs increase the high-reflection regions and decrease or let vanish the multitude of transmission maxima such that only one transmission maximum survives per reflection maximum. The structure with chiral MTM slabs has the same features with additional polarization rotation for every second transmission maximum. Consequently, the proposed structure can be utilized for filtering, coating, and especially polarization conversion devices in the THz regime. As a result, this study -as a conceptual work -paves the way towards the realization of a THz polarization rotator by designing a chiral MTM with the desired parameters which is feasible using the current technology with the sophisticated fabrication processes [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] .
